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Introduction
Our focus is:
To promote independence and wellbeing in the OA population by increasing social
embeddedness.
To establish positive connections within neighbourhood’s.
Prevent or delay the deterioration of wellbeing resulting from ageing, illness or
disability
Delay the need for more costly and intensive services.
The outcomes will look like every person referred will journey towards being and
feeling supported in their neighbourhoods. This includes people feeling secure,
having worthwhile relationships, participating in community activities, contributing,
learning and having a subjective and objective sense of wellbeing. We aim for their
to be no difference between the referred person and the community enabler.

CAN is continuing to build a strong collaborative relationship with OA sector - specifically
with health and wellbeing services to instigate referrals, as well as working alongside
community flax roots initiatives which may be both for referrals and solutions. Facilitation
of these objectives has been measurably progressed by the location of our facilitators in key
community spaces. Working alongside some key community lead organisations has led to
dynamic relationships being augmented. These have occurred in Heartlands Aranui and
Hornby and Linwood Community Link.
The primary function of CAN, as a model of intervention is to navigate a pathway to
sustainable social connection for the referred older adult. This includes recognising the
clients’ normative networks, interests, life experiences and skills. The action plan is
negotiated at the lead of the client which results in a highly individualised plan. Its
parameters are defined by the OA’s capacity, which means that initially we may begin with
nourishing one relationship and one event; however this may grow as the clients become
more confident to build more relationships. Our role is to be a navigator for them, an
introducer to the people in the neighbourhood or community groups and a confidence
builder. The success is in the multifaceted, non-linear solutions, with particular emphasis
on the clients five ways of wellbeing instigated by our localised All right Campaign.[Connect:
Be Active: Take Notice: Keep Learning: Give] For further insight into our process of
assessment, please see our assessment in the appendix.
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The secondary functions of CAN are to educate community workers about Social Isolation,
how to find it or recognise its existence, with the expectation that this will lead to them
referring to our service. We also create community conversations and collaborations by
supporting initiatives we can see will help communities create healthy bumping spaces.
Examples of this are initiating cross denominational discussions about starting a MenzShed.
Instigating a wellbeing door knock in the communities we are working in. Encouraging local
people to gather in a cafe on a regular basis. Sharing ideas that are proven to work in other
wards of the city in meetings which would benefit from them. Suggesting ideas which will
help address diversity in communities with key community decision makers. E.g. talk to
migrant communities about joining or inviting neighbourhood people to events. Initiating
meetings with Recreation Advisors about the fact the community want to have a mixed
ethnicity leisure event for OA which encourages conversations and confidence. Supporting
forums to make deputations around the issue of preventing social isolation. Introducing
clients to key social sector supports which they may not have known about.

Terms:
CAN: The Communities and Neighbour’s Project
Client: is a person referred to CAN
Enabler: is a supportive/connecting person to a client in CAN.
OA: Older Adult

Theory
The theories utilised are an eclectic approach drawing on strengths based, social
constructivist theory [empowerment/subjective based], life-span and ecosystems [objective
positioning].
The client:






The client is an expert of their own situation.
Tino rangitiratanga – the ability for self-determination through tailoring relationships
and social cohesion around a person’s needs, interests, values, preferences and
goals.
The client is interested in being socially integrated.
Empowerment and ‘mana’ recognise that the referred client has resources which
will facilitate their integration in community.
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Focus is upon subjective or objective support in the clients lives.
They will recognise the connection I have with wider/distant community as
positive or negative towards the relationship.
Value an interest or passion wherever I see it.
Look for opportunities to build capacity for reciprocal relationships.
Be willing to discuss matters outside of my own specific role or refer when
necessary.

The community/neighbour enabler:









All communities and neighbours have strengths.
Kotahitanga tatou-whanaugatana – cohesion and relationships are based around
a unified partnership of reciprocity, which enhances already supportive relationships and encourages community responsibility.
Most neighbours want to do well by their community.
Neighbours will have something critical they can share or care about within their
neighbourhood.
All people have ambivalent feelings towards their neighbourhood and community.
Community social cohesion is a process built on trial and error.
Manakitanga – community building. Social cohesion and demographic
inclusiveness will enhance all age participants through the notion of reciprocity.

The CAN MODEL
 Baseline – somebody knows they are there – they know who is there –
[knowledge]
 Everyone has an ability to…… What aptitudes, skills, hopes and dreams does
the client possess? [strengths]
 Navigating normative changes in peoples life. [normalising, contextualising]
 Community volunteer groups – linking people to what is happening via
existing referral processes - e.g. Friday bread in Hornby, the local walking
group, the outings others go on, local drop in cafes. [giving them something
they can invite others to] Increasing the ‘social bumping spaces’
[connectedness and reciprocity]
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 Helping people to start what they want to do. Neighbourhood BBQs,
afternoon teas [empowerment]
 Linking them with voluntary opportunities or being able to help others.
Gardening, painting at the community centre, bringing in a neighbours
council bins. [wellbeing]

The CAN Process
Engagement- as with many interventions, these require a good rapport with the client in
order to establish a reciprocity of trust.
Assessment – This includes a mixed method base line being established as to the
demographics, and biopsychosocial-spiritual premise. Knowledge finding.
Goal Setting – Formulate the aspirations of the client into attainable goals. E.g. to attend a
club, find a good friend, go to a craft group. To get back into a hobby, to volunteer at a
community NGO. Identify how the client can participate.
Action Plan – Externalising the way that the person will achieve the goals. Attendance of
local community group. Invite neighbour to coffee. Talk to Practice Nurse about getting taxi
subsidies.
Follow Up – checking with the client when actions have occurred. Finding out if they liked
it, and whether it was beneficial.

Comparability
When the CAN model was launched there was no comparable service, except retirement
coaching, which was a fee paying service available to those who could afford it, or were in a
profession which liked to assure an adequate and sustainable retirement of its staff.
Community recreation and development organisations definitely take on a key role which
integrates many of the sustainable features of CAN, and are essential to the benefits of
communities becoming sustainable solutions for our aging population. However the key
finding which CAN impresses upon its users is firstly to make them actually known in their
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street as well as their community. In the street level, there is an emphasis of helping them
to give voice to that there is an array of activities available which are not always agerestricted which can help OA maximise their lifestyle, benefiting their health and the
community which they are in.
Since the 2014 launch of CAN strategies have emerged which would align themselves in a
few of the key CAN strategies and objectives. The most comparable model was highlighted
in a research briefing from the UK called ‘Community Navigator or Way finder’ These are
heralded as not only helping reduce social isolation, but they are finding people who are
socially isolated.
Way finders or Community Navigators provide OA with emotional, practical and social
support. As with CAN, the structure and process of service is dependent on population need
and local infrastructure. Navigators and CAN share the “series of home-based-face-to-face
visits to discuss concerns and plan, alongside the OA, what may be beneficial.”(Windle et al,
2014:2) CAN, also enlists the OA’s acquaintances in neutral spaces to nurture a relationship.
The idea with CAN, is to support and encourage a further depth of connection of people
already meeting, or seeing each other in the street.

Outcomes
Quantity of clients, quantity of supports.
Quantitative Summary

Referrals: 112
-

Green – in first 0-2 connections 20%
Yellow – paused due to external issues 5%
Orange – still in facilitation process 55%
Red – finished/closed 20%

Connections instigated by these referrals: 267 + 72 social space opportunities.
Potential clients to still be fully embedded: 80%
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Geo Map

The Geo Map pictorially displays the location of CAN referrals across the city.
Functionally this enables the facilitators to locate clusters of clients, which can
highlight an opportunity to create a community bumping space for further
connections.

Qualitative: Stories of Engagement

In Christchurch the Christchurch City Council (CCC) Social Housing has an infrastructure of
103 facilities which houses 2243 occupied units, which a mixture of one and two bedroom
units. More recently, under new management CCC Housing has taken on a community
development focus by introducing community elements to the tenants in these various
locations. CAN has been able to interact in many of the east side locations due to our
presence at Heartlands Actis on Mondays and Wednesdays. One of our facilitators’ was
offered the opportunity to accompany the CCC tenancy manager(TM) on his biannual door
knock of the facility's. Over the past three months our facilitator has accompanied him one
day per week usually, or attended a BBQ lunch or afternoon tea.
This particular TM, has 25 complexes, which houses 385 residents. Out of these,
approximately 65% were home during these door knocks, and not all were older adults. The
results of these meetings have led to a number of follow ups and self-referrals. As a
result the tenancy manager, has quoted "the CAN project as the primary reason
that phone calls slowed down, requests for transfer have slowed down, and respite care
on 6 specific situations has been retracted due to the supports they
received. Furthermore, contentions with tenants are resolving. quicker, or disappearing."
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At a recent meeting[6/05/15], the city wide housing solutions manager(Robert Shearer)
emphatically stated "that CAN has dramatically affected the progress of the environment
in many of these locations by providing much needed social solutions for its residents,
which correlates with the decrease of issues, because people are happier. This has a
phenomenal bearing on the quality of life the residents live, as well as wider economic
costs of relocation and respite".
For CAN our overall impression is that these facilities tend to miss out on many community
resources, as in many ways they are perceived, an reiterated by CCC Housing," as an end in
themselves". However the demographics of these facilities do often benefit immensely
from outside interaction where they can build relationships in the wider community and
increase their social connections. In many circumstances, all it has taken is an introduction.
Our facilitators stories:
[1]
Client [A] is a female living in a council flat by herself and suffers with mental health issues. I
was assigned to her after a C.C.C tenancy advisor door knock, my first meeting with client [A]
was on the 19/3/2015 we discussed options of what client [A] would be interested in
whether it was a coffee group, sports or volunteering . We talked a little about her mental
health issues so I had an understanding of how she thinks and the challenges she faces every
day. Client [A] has a lot of familial and personal tensions which she is wanting to resolve, so
she is eager to have some support to make herself better.
The first need was to facilitate a food parcel for her, as she had been eating 2 minute
noodles for 2 weeks. I was able to work with my community contacts to immediately
facilitate this.
After our assessment, with some ideas from Client[A], I found her wanting to gain confidence
to get a job eventually, so I contacted the manager at the Salvation Army Woolston Family
Store to see if there was any volunteering work available. She asked me to bring client [A] in
for an interview on the 27/3/15 which client [A] was excited about but very nervous at the
same time. I sat in on the interview as client [A] had asked if I would. The manager asked a
lot of questions and told client [A] that she would love her on her team. Client [A] started
work on the 20/4/15 unpacking goods, checking for damage on products and hanging
clothes on hangers. Thursday the 23/4/15 I called in to see the manager to see how things
went with client [A] She had said she wasn’t there on the 20th but the feedback she got from
the other volunteers was very positive and she was going to ring client [A] to get her in on a
set day for work. This is continuing to work well with regular hours.
Client [A] also attends the community lunches at the St Anne’s church and has got another
one of my clients involved with this who lives in the same council housing. Client [A] has
become an enabler for another resident needing social connection, this has really boosted
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client [A] confidence and is very grateful for me coming into her life and giving her
something positive to look forward to everyday knowing she is out helping others.

[2]
I met with CLIENT [P] initially whilst out door knocking with CCC TM, Housing adviser for the
Christchurch City Council. We were checking on the welfare of the clients living in the C.C.C
housing.
Mr CLIENT [P] was extremely agitated and had a heated conversation with CCC TM. I
introduced myself and explained who I was and about the Community and Neighbour’s
Project and I asked if I could come back alone and have a informal conversation with him,
Mr CLIENT [P] reply was " all you people come once and don't do anything so it will be a
waste of time" I eventually made an appointment to go back. I returned to visit Mr CLIENT
[P] as I had promised. Mr CLIENT [P] was still quite agitated and had a lot of reservation that
I could help, but was happy to give me a go. After talking to Mr CLIENT [P] I found he was
angry and frustrated after a number of things, including moving to an area which had no bus
service close by, then having had a stroke and not been able to return to work, as well as a
diagnosis of dementia. He previously played golf very well, Mr CLIENT [P] was told he would
never play golf again. Other organisations’ had taken Mr CLIENT [P] out on days trips and a
cuppa with a group, Mr CLIENT [P] expressed he didn't like going out in groups like that "I
don’t like being put in those situations and I feel it was not appropriate to go with ‘dribbly
elderly’ on trips" I could see by his attitude this would not suit my client.
Over the engagement and assessment process I found Mr CLIENT [P] was determined to get
back into golfing no matter what the doctor has said, he showed me how he could hold his
golf clubs and he smacks the golf balls around his back yard. Mr CLIENT [P] and I spoke
about his family and whanau, we spoke about any links to his Marae, Mr CLIENT [P] was
very open to the idea of reconnecting with his maraes
I found that Mr CLIENT [P] had contact with a social worker at a support agency with Mr
CLIENT [P]’s permission I made contact with her to discuss some ideas I had for Mr CLIENT
[P] such as a Savvy Seniors trip, The social worker suggested that this day trip would be
exhausting and tiring for Mr CLIENT [P], this was a shame as Mr CLIENT [P] was quite keen.
It also highlighted how difficult the transition can be, if OA feel they feel they are not
allowed to do things, and simultaneously how important it is to check these things out with
your G.P.
On the next planned visit with Mr CLIENT [P] I knocked on his door but there was no answer
which made me concerned about his welfare, I went to his neighbour whom I had spoken to
before and asked if he had seen Mr CLIENT [P] that morning, he had not seen him that
morning but had seen him the day before, I then went to the neighbour over the road and
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asked if he had seen Mr CLIENT [P] that morning. The neighbour mentioned that MrCLIENT
[P] had been heading out early in the mornings with family.
I spent the allocated time with both neighbour’s and by doing that the neighbour now
comes over the road to visit Mr CLIENT [P] when he sees him getting the mail and heads
over for a conversation and the neighbour next door keeps an eye on Mr CLIENT [P] and
occasionally has a cuppa with him. I'm really happy to see both neighbours now keeping an
eye on Mr CLIENT [P] as well as getting to know each other.
Next time I went and visited Mr CLIENT [P] he spoke about one of his good friend who is
coming to pick him up to go and play golf at his local golf club. I suggested that Mr CLIENT
[P] ask his friend if this could become a weekly activity. I rang the club to find out if they had
anything else to offer, to find out more of what they do, and they would welcome any new
players to their club. I was able to pass on this information to Mr CLIENT [P] so now Mr
CLIENT [P] and his friend attend a lunch there twice a week.
After our discussions and talking to is grandson {who lives with him} he is now embracing his
culture again and is attending the Ra hua and Tua hiwi Marae. He attends depending on the
speakers and now has permission to stand and ask questions. He was telling me how he had
challenged Mr John Key on the matter of the new project which aims to provide young
maori boys with trades to help with the rebuild here in Christchurch.
Now Mr CLIENT [P] is very busy between golf, Heritage and family visits, supplemented by
neighbourly visits and visits from extended family.
My last planned visit just a few days ago was such a transition from when I first met Mr
CLIENT [P] in his appearance, he looked healthier and is happy with his life, which has been
reiterated to me by his CCC TM.(who has also had no angry calls from him) I continue to
telephone Mr CLIENT [P] every few weeks to check he is continuing with his new found
social life.

[3]
Stories
Client [x]
Mr Client [x]is a Chinese Fijian living with his wife and step-son in Hei Hei. He has had a
stroke, requires a walker for mobility, and is profoundly deaf. To communicate things need
to be written down. He spends his days locked in his house by himself, seeing no one until
his wife comes home from work. Yat Fai tells me before his stroke he was very strong and
proudly shows me photos of himself out in the garden. ‘Handsome’, I say and point to him.
He laughs. Now he cannot walk to the garden. He shows me his car sitting in the garage.
He can no longer drive, so it just sits. Yat Fai does a lot of that…sitting….and waiting.
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Mr Client [x]has been linked into the Chinese Community in Wigram. He made a connection
with the pastor and they talked about what part of China they were from. His face lit up
when they communicated, with the recognition of names and places. He started to cry and
talk about the war, how he wanted to go. So many stories, but no one to talk to about
them.
He came to the Hei Hei Leisure Centre where he met up with a familiar face from day care.
Mrs M is also a client, socially isolated and who suffers from mental health problems.
Depression overtook her thought process, making her think she was incapable of meeting
her own needs. She did not take initiatives when trying to meet others, and waited for
them to approach her. She wanted relationships but had no idea of reciprocity.
Client [x]sat with Mrs M. She took it upon herself to introduce everyone; I noticed she was
writing so Client [x]knew what was happening. Mrs M took him under her wing, telling
people she knew him, feeling proud she was helping him meet people. I wonder who was
actually helping who to meet people?
Mr Client [x]has joined up with the HHLC. He wants to go back to the Chinese Community
and has asked me to arrange for him to go to church. I am also connecting him with a social
group within the deaf community. I have met his neighbour through the community and I
intend to introduce them. At least someone will know he is there should there be an
emergency.
Mr Client [x] requires a vast amount of time to ensure that I am ethically meeting his
isolation needs. Everything needs to be checked back with him to ensure that he is
empowered and I am not making decisions on his behalf for things he does not want.
Resolving issues around isolation is no quick fix.

The local leisure centre has been a catalyst to many connections, but these definitely need
to be facilitated. Taking time to get them to come has provided an avenue to meet others in
the community. I have found that empowering people to ‘reclaim their lives’ and recognise
that they are socially isolated, linking that to how they feel being isolated is a catalyst for
change. Our assessment process can help some recognise and ‘name’ the problem.
[4]
Mrs K from Springs Rd is a 52 yr. old woman with complex health issues including diabetes and
cardiac. Mrs K is unable to work due to her health issues and is also very limited in her mobility. As a
result she is isolated and lonely. She was referred to me by the local Partnership Community Health
Worker who realised that although Mrs K was younger than my normal clients she was nonetheless
isolated and would benefit from my service.
Added to her isolation is that Mrs K’s bus route has changed and it now no longer takes her straight
to the Hornby Hub where she used to do her shopping within the two hour ticket limit and get back
home. This outing was her social space. She is now required to catch a bus to Church Corner wait for
another bus to go back to Hornby Hub and then do the reverse to get home. This now takes up all
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the two hours ticket limit and leaves no time to do her shopping or social interaction without paying
for another bus ticket.
One helpful resolution to this would be for the Bus Company to extend the ticket limit to four hours
if they are unable to re-instate the bus service. I have encountered two other elderly people on the
same street, Springs Rd who are now also feeling socially isolated due to the change of bus route.
This week Sport Canterbury began a B Active group (which runs weekly for 8 weeks) in Hornby not
far from Springs Rd. I invited Mrs K to go and transported her there and participated in the first
session with her. During the meet and greet time Mrs K met a 70 yr. old woman who lives 10 houses
down the road from her. They have agreed to meet sometime during the next week for coffee at
Mrs K’s home and then again next week at the group. A social bonus for them both.
I have made two visits and two phone calls to Mrs K during the last week and will continue to take
her to the B Active weekly group, albeit just drop her off and pick her up later, until there is another
form of transport for her. I have also suggested she might look into the option of a mobility scooter
which she has agreed to do.
Whilst attending the B Active group (26 participants most of whom were 70 plus) I spotted my other
clients: 80 plus yr. old couple Mr & Mrs Client [w]who I had invited to this group several weeks ago
with the intention of helping them meet some of their now local community. Mr & Mrs Client
[w]were new to their neighbourhood at the time having moved due to EQ issues. They both have
health disabilities but Mrs G is still able to drive which is how they arrived at the B Active group.
During a conversation with them at the group they expressed gratitude for my intervention in their
life as they had also taken up my suggestion of visiting their elderly male neighbour who I knew had
recently been widowed. This had now led to a growing friendship between Mr G and the neighbour
who are of a similar age in their late 80’s. Mr & Mrs Client [w]both enjoyed the B Active group and
intend attending the full 8 sessions. This helps them to invigorate their wellbeing, and social
embeddedness.

Other highlights:
A 97 year old woman is planning a craft session to teach to a local community group. Her
connection has reinvigorated her love to pass on knowledge.
A cluster of referrals in a local street meant we could introduce new neighbours to older residents.
They continue to keep an eye on each other.
This week a group of 3 like-minded gentleman met with our facilitator in a local café to catch up and
share stories. One gentleman was younger, and blind, but they all enjoyed the opportunity to start
building a local friendship and are meeting again.
A local knitting group has ‘knitted in new people’ very well, and have suggested a book club in the
same space would work well for men. Similarly one member of the group asked for help to
maximise her social connections as she suffered a disability, but wanted help to ‘help others’.
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A lady loving music has felt her needs met attending a local mainly music at a local library. This
attendance has led to some little people loving the opportunity to chat to the OA. One little girls
mum has invited her out a few times for a coffee afterwards. This has been one of her highlights
since being involved with CAN.

Issues
Nearly all of the socially isolated have difficulties with transportation. A number of clients
who relied on their spouse are left with no means of transport if they pass on, or go into a
home. A number of older woman have never had a license. The cost of transportation,
while subsidised, is too expensive for older clients living on a benefit. There is a lack of
reliable transport. One facilitator waited up to an hour and a half with a client, on a taxi.
This issue is further intensified in some areas where bus routes have changed. It has been
especially difficult for people just under 65, who need to rely on the time allocation on the
ticket to maximise their travel. As reiterated in Mrs K’s story, some suggestions were made
by her to her facilitator. Further to time allocations being extended, it could be negotiated
that people with disablements over 55, have the same privilege of goldcards. There is more
and more need to investigate transport options available. At times clients we meet have
missed out on tax subsidy chits, because they don’t know how to access these.
CAN have approached community organisations in Hornby to provide transport to their
events, and now run a mini bus pick up with the trust vans to the Mid-Week service, and are
considering the same for the Community Women’s Café. Similarly it has been suggested
that businesses could be approached to sponsor the use of community vans for shopping in
local spaces.

Referrals
The referrals have mostly come through our continuing relationship with CCC Housing wich
we are leveraging by attending the door knocks or events, some of the eastern medical
centres and increasingly older persons health assessors. As they have been able to
experience the impact of a successful social intervention, they are prone to increase
referrals.
The biggest issue is to sustain ongoing referrals, which we believe upon the onset of CAN
being rolled out through the city wards, that it would consist of coming mostly from EQ
Support Coordinators. Differing stories have perambulated as to the reasons why these
haven’t been forthcoming, due to these people have been ‘invaded’ enough, and have no
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energy to carry on with things, or that the dependency level is actually reciprocal between
the coordinators and clients. More recently a CAN facilitator was at a recovery meeting,
where coordinators expressed worry “that when their jobs finished, what would happen to
their older clients?” To date we have been referred 2 clients we are working alongside at
the close of EQSupport from what we believed to be a pool of around 750 people.
Some of the facilitators received a negative comment from Medical Practices they visited
about the fact their funding was only until June/July this year meant we may disappear,
making their[medical practices] job more difficult in the long run.

Opportunities
As a model, we believe that CAN is transferrable to the disability and mental health sectors,
as many of our clients have had status in either one of these. We feel confident that the
social embeddedness facilitated strongly alleviates the pressure on the health sector, and
primary medical clinics. Furthermore it can also seamlessly be integrated into collaborative
teams serving the Older Persons Health Sector. Particularly alongside already existing
services. Such as OPH Assessors, and CREST. Further interest from different local NGOs in
rural areas has been expressed.
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APPENDIX:
FORM I The Referral Information Sheet

WHAT IS COMMUNITIES AND NEIGHBOURS FACILITATION?
The CAN facilitation model aims to offer a service whereby older adults who are at risk of social
isolation or extreme loneliness can be referred by themselves or a member of the community who is
concerned about them. The facilitation service aims to encourage greater community connections
and more neighbourliness in the target communities. We will endeavour to connect the older adult
with neighbours close by, as well as nearby wider community focussed connections, so that the
older adult has the maximum opportunity to meet people around them.
WHO IS THE COMMUNITIES AND NEIGHBOURS FACILITATION FOR?
Our hope is that it will be for the whole city. Within the community, there are 2 focussed outcomes
this project hopes to achieve.
I.

Intervention

The facilitation service works with people over 65+ years of age in the North East, South East and the
South West of Christchurch(not quite NW), who are referred based upon their experience of:





Isolation & loneliness
Vulnerability/frailty.
Mobility Issues
Recent bereavement, with noticeable struggles.
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Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have a person who is situated outside of this catchment
identified.

II.

Social Cohesion

It is intended that the beneficiaries will also be the neighbourhoods included in the process of
building connections around older adults. Since community connection is shown to be a known
indicator of wellbeing, we estimate that this will improve the whole community’s sense of social
connection and social cohesion.
WHO CAN MAKE A REFERRAL?CAN welcome referrals through:
1. Self-Referral

2. Family/friends

3. External Agencies(e.g,G.P/nurse, carer, pharmacist, local shop

manager)

2. HOW TO MAKE A REFERRAL:
We ask that you simply fill out a CAN Referral Form. These can be found on our website, or contact
the CAN Facilitator to have the link sent /filled in for you. Alternatively you can ask your GP or
practice nurse to make a referral for you. CAN Referral Form:
http://www.hopecentre.net.nz/Can.php
For G.P.s the referral is available through ERMS – Neighbourhood Social Support Referral.
Phone: (03)9674673
FAX: (03) 9749073
If we require any additional information once the referral is made, we will contact you.
WHAT HAPPENS ONCE THE REFERRAL IS MADE?
We will confirm that we have received the referral and send the person referred an
acknowledgement letter/email or fax as well.
An appointment will be made with the referred person that is carried out by the CAN facilitator in
their own home, or at a convenient community location.
The facilitator will aim to build the social inclusiveness via an action plan alongside the referred
person. This will be based on the referred persons desires, interests, needs and mobility.
The facilitator will work to connect the older person with their neighbourhood and remain in contact
with the person until a regular and meaningful connection has been created for at least six months.
CAN reserve the right not to provide, or Cancel a facilitation process. We will inform you where we are unable to provide a
service so that alternative supports can be sought where needed. A three month trial period will apply for each person
referred. You must also note that CAN is a complementary community based service only. Therefore any major issues
arising will be referred back to the original referral agent or on to appropriate Social Services.
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FORM II The CAN Presentation
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FORM III

THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Facilitator Assessments
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Form Number

CAN Brochure/Card
Assessment Form
Cognitive Q&A (optional)
Research Survey Questions
DeJong Giervald Loneliness Scale
Eco-gram/Genogram
Strengths Assessment/Goals
File/CRM/leave goals with client
Conversation Notes
Report /Journal –sugarcrm
Calendar of activities/relationships
Enabler Engagement/Intake
Enabler Introduction
Report of contact
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Action

1.0
1.1
1.2(in appendix)
2.0
2.1
2.3
2.4

Leave with client
File/CRM
File/CRM
File/CRM
File/CRM
File/CRM
Duplicate

2.5
3.0
3.5a/3.5b
4.0
4.1
5.0

File/CRM
File/CRM
File/CRM/Client
Recruitment
Connection
File

1.1 CAN Client Intake Form
Please provide the following information for our records.
Information you provide here is held to the same standards of confidentiality as our
therapy. [some fields are pre populated from our referral]
Name:
___________________________________________________________________________
Name of support person/kin: ___________________________________________________
Birth Date: ______ /______ /______ Age: _______________ Gender: □ Male □ Female
Marital Status: □ Never Married □ Partnered □ Married □ Separated □ Divorced □ Widowed
Number of Children: _____
Address:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: _______________________________________________________________
Home Phone: ( ) ____________________ May we leave a message? □ Yes □ No
Cell/Other Phone: ( ) ____________________ May we leave a message? □ Yes □ No
Are there any medical or other issues our facilitator needs to be aware of?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever been under the Mental Health Act? □ Yes □ No
Who were you referred by? ____________________________________________________
Referrer’s Contact details: _____________________________________________________
Please answer the following:
Would the person like a support person or family/whanau member present for the first
visit? □ Yes □ No
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Is the person’s home easily accessible? □ Yes □ No
Do they live alone? □ Yes □ No
Do they have a dog? □ Yes □ No
Please list any persistent health issues or concerns (e.g. chronic pain,
Headaches, hypertension, diabetes, etc.):
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
G.P: _______________________________________________________________________
Do you receive any home based support services? [e.g. nurse maude, carer support, health
issue support worker or nurse…] This consists of:

How often do you see this/these support workers? _________________________________
Do you, or would you like to belong to a Neighbourhood Support group.

□ Yes □ No

(see leaflet)

Are you happy to work towards some goals with your facilitator? □ Yes □ No
Are there any specific goals you have in mind? (If so please list)
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
I understand that the information disclosed in my assessment with the CAN facilitator will be treated as
confidential by my facilitator and will not be shared with anyone else without my permission unless my
facilitator considers that my or another person(s) personal safety is at risk. I have the right to withdraw from
this project at any stage.

Name(client):

Signed:

Date:

Name(Facilitator):

Signed:

Date:

Please Check the following has occurred: Copy of brochure: □ Explanation of project: □ Contact details of facilitator: □
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2.0 Research Survey Questions
1. Household Arrangement (tick)






Live Alone
Live with partner/spouse
Live with family members. 4<
Live with family members >4
Live in community care

2. Habitation (circle)
Rent

Own w/mortgage

Own freehold

3. Time in current dwelling (tick)






6months or less
6months -2 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
10 years +

4. Do you drive? (circle)

Yes

No

5. What form of transport do you utilise?
Car (passenger)

Bus

Taxi

Walk

Taxi chits? Yes/No
6. Did you get checked upon by a neighbour in either of the earthquakes? Y/N
Who:
7. How often to you see people (outside of those you live with)? (Include hosting
others, as well as ‘catch-ups’, small and large community events)
 Never
 Once or twice a month
 Once or twice a week
 3 times or more per week
8. Rate how connected do you feel you are to your immediate
community
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0= isolated from community

0

1

2

3

5 = strong connections

4

5

9. Rate your preferred level of connection to the immediate community
0 = no change
5 = I would like considerable change
0
1
2
3
4
5
10. Tick what type of connections this might look like (as many as you like).
 Participating in community social events
 Sharing a meal with someone at my home.
 Sharing a meal or snack time in another person’s home.
 Knowing I had somebody locally that I could call on.
 Other ideas: …………………………………………………………………………………………………..
11. Tick the phrase which sounds more like you:
 I like to be in social situations with many people. or
 I like to build deep relationships with limited people
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2.1 The De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale – tests emotional and social
loneliness.
Loneliness De Jong Gierveld and Van Tilburg (2006) define loneliness as an expression
of negative feelings of missing relationships. They distinguish two components of loneliness.
Emotional loneliness stems from the absence of an intimate relationship or a close
emotional attachment. Social loneliness stems from the absence of a broader group of
contacts or an engaging social network. The 6-item De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale has
proven to be a reliable and valid measurement instrument for overall, emotional, and social
loneliness and is suitable for large surveys (De Jong Gierveld and van Tilburg 2006).

QUESTIONS – 11 Question in-depth version

1. There is always someone I can talk to about my problems
(1) no (2) more or less
(3) yes
2. I miss having a really close friend
(1) no (2) more or less
(3) yes
3. I experience a general sense of emptiness.
(1) no (2) more or less (3) yes
4. There are plenty of people I can lean on when I have problems
(1) no (2) more or less (3) yes
5. I miss the pleasure of the company of others.
(1) no (2) more or less (3) yes
6. I find my circle of friends and acquaintances too limited.
(1) no (2) more or less (3) yes
7. There are many people I can trust completely.
(1) no (2) more or less

(3) yes

8. There are enough people I feel close to.
(1) no (2) more or less
(3) yes
9. I miss having people around me.
(1) no
(2) more or less

(3) yes
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10. I often feel rejected.
(1) no (2) more or less

(3) yes

11. I can call on my friends whenever I need them.
(1) no (2) more or less
(3) yes

(bold type represents social characteristics of scale)
MANUALLY PROCESSING THE SCALE
STEP 1
Tick box if the client answered “more or less, “yes” or “yes!” on the following:
Question 2
Number
More or
less, yes
or yes!

3

5

6

9

10

TOTAL
TICKS

A) Emotional Loneliness Score______

Tick the neutral and negative ("no!", "no", or "more or less") answers on items 1, 4, 7, 8, 11.

Question
Number
No!, No
or more
or less

1

4

7

8

11

TOTAL
TICKS

B) This is the social loneliness score. ______

Step 2
Compute the total loneliness score by taking the sum of the emotional loneliness score and
the social loneliness score. A + B _____
[Note: The emotional loneliness score is valid only if the missing emotional loneliness score equals 0.
The social loneliness score is valid only if the missing social loneliness score equals 0.
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The total loneliness score is valid only if the sum of the missing emotional loneliness score and the missing
social loneliness score equals 0 or 1. ]

Step 3: Classify
The total loneliness score can be categorized into four levels:
not lonely (score 0, 1 or 2),
moderate lonely (score 3 through 8),
severely lonely (score 9 or 10), and
very severely lonely (score 11).
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2.3 Eco-gram/Genogram

1) With the client please map the relationships in an eco-gram format.

CLIENT
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2.4 Strengths Assessment/Goals
SWOT Discourse
1) Has there been a significant incident or date which acted as a catalyst ? (e.g; fall,
stroke, hospital admission, death of loved one, moving residence……)

2) Is the client able to recollect positivity?

3) What are some of the times in their life which have a happy memory?

4) What do they look forward to each day, week, month?

5) What skills do they possess? (talking, stories, baking, smiling, flowers, gardens,
specialist knowledge, special experiences, which may include reframed challenges
they have faced)

6) Are there any particular people which the client has a repertoire with?

Conversation Notes/Report /Journal –sugarcrm [online]
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3.5a Calendar of Activities/Relationships

Day

Morning

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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Afternoon

3.5b Calendar of Activities/Relationships [Client]

Day

Morning

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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Afternoon

4.0 Enabler Identification/Introduction

A) Who has identified a possible enabler?

B) Does the client have a previous level of relationship with identified person?

C) Have you identified how this relationship can be strengthened?

D) When will you introduce them?

Checklist
Conversation Notes/Report /Journal –sugarcrm[online]
Enabler Engagement/Intake
Enabler Introduction
Report of contact
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FORM IV LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
-

From our largest referring medical centre:

-

To Whom it may concern,

I am a full time employed Social Worker at New Brighton Health Care.
New Brighton Health Care is situated on the East side of Christchurch and has around 12-14,000
patients currently.
The East side was particularly hard hit’ by the Quakes beginning 2010 and many in the area are
still trying to recover from the damage caused. The damage is not just to homes and
infrastructure, but people’s families, access to transport and services and the like. Many are
struggling with anxiety still.
Of late, I have begun to regularly use the CAN service and in particular the service of Sharon
Eden.
I have found Sharon to be informative, easy to get along with, flexible and pro-active.
Patients I have referred to her have expressed the same and have reported back how lovely
Sharon is and how great it is to have someone keep in touch with them on a regular basis,
making them feel cared for when they are particularly vulnerable.
I have found that often this is all a patient needs.
In addition to this and if a patient requires more, it is my understanding that Sharon actively
takes patients to social outings and participates in what is offered when she can.
Sharon is a great information source of what is available locally and this helps me to have my
caseload lightened and free up time for more complex cases.
It has also been beneficial in that, Sharon is able to pick up’ on anything that I may have missed
and able to feed this information back to me to be addressed.
I believe CAN works quite closely with the PCW service offered by Pegasus and the two services
seem to work very well together.
With a Practice this size, just the knowledge of having the service available is of great benefit to
all, particularly with where the Practice is located and the increase of stressors post Quakes for
many.
Being able to access the service has been of sound value since I have started to personally use it.
Warm Regards,

Dalice Prebble
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